
Math 224: Linear Algebra
Midterm Exam 2

November 5, 2009

No Maple or calculators are allowed on part 1 of this exam. Once you have finished

this part you may turn it in for the rest of the exam, which you may complete with the

aid of Maple or calculators. Please show all your work for each problem! You may use

any method to solve these problems but you need to explain your reasoning clearly.

1. (12 pts)

rr;]
(a) Find the eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors of the matrix A : 

I

l4

(b) Sketch the eigenspaces of,4.



2. (a pLs) Compule the determinant of the matrix O:l; 'n: 
I

Lr r'l

3. (10 pts) Find the inverses of the following two matrices, if they exist. If an inverse

doesn't exist, briefly explain how you know.
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4. (16 pts) Determine whether each of the following sets ,S of vectors in IRa is a subspace

of lRa. For each set, either show (using the definition of a subspace) that the set

forms a subspace or give a counterexample to show that it is not.
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5. (10 pts) The plane in IR3 containing the points (0,0,0), (4,5,0), (6,8,2), and

(10, 15,10) is a subspace of IR.3. Find a basis for this subspace.

6. (10 pts) (a) If A is a7 x 4 matrix (i.e., A has 7 rows and 4 columns), explain why

the rows of A must be linearly dependent.

(b) What are the possible values for nullity (A)?



7. (6 pts) Let A be the standarcl matrix representation of the linear transformatlon

i : R2 -, lR2. Describe geometrically u'hat 7 does to a vector irr R2'

Io -1A: I

L -1 0



8. (12 pts) Answer the following questions for the matrix M below.

r0 1 0 2 01

In o 1B olA: I Ilo0001l
Lo o o o ol

(a) What is the dimension of row(M)?

(b) Find a basis for row(M).

42

-12
-18

-6
0

(c) Circle all vectors below that are in

{lltnl

null(M).



9. (6 pts) Suppose that the vectr-ir T7 is an eigenvector of the matrix A and d : A3ii'.

If d and u- are as shown in Lhe picture belorv, provicle a reasonable esti'mate the

eigenvalue of ,4 corresponding to u-. Explain your reasoning'
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R.3 for

?

10. (14 pts) What is the standard mat,rix of the linear transformation 7 : IR.3 -,
which

,([:]):l;l .flil):L;l . ,fliil 
[;]
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Lt. (2 pts trXTRA CRtrDIT!) Let B :

\\/rite the coorclinate vector of d :

[du


